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Natural disasters cause widespread disruption, costing the Australian economy $6.3 billion per year, and those costs are projected to rise incrementally to $23 billion by 2050.¹

With more frequent natural disasters with greater consequences, Australian communities need the ability to prepare and plan for them, absorb and recover from them, and adapt more successfully to their effects.

Enhancing Australian resilience will allow us to better anticipate disasters and assist in planning to reduce losses, rather than just waiting for the next king hit and paying for it afterwards.

Given the scale of devastation, governments have been quick to pick up the pieces when major natural disasters hit. But this approach (‘The government will give you taxpayers’ money regardless of what you did to help yourself, and we’ll help you rebuild in the same risky area.’) has created a culture of dependence. This is unsustainable and costly.

In 2008, ASPI published Taking a punch: building a more resilient Australia. That report emphasised the importance of strong leadership and coordination in disaster resilience policymaking, as well as the value of volunteers and family and individual preparation, in managing the effects of major disasters.
This report offers a roadmap for enhancing Australia’s disaster resilience, building on the 2011 *National Strategy for Disaster Resilience*. It includes a snapshot of relevant issues and current resilience efforts in Australia, outlining key challenges and opportunities.

The report sets out 11 recommendations to help guide Australia towards increasing national resilience, from individuals and local communities through to state and federal agencies.

This paper considers a number of factors to improve disaster resilience in Australia:

- the recruitment and sustainment of volunteers and the need to encourage early awareness and training in safety and disaster-related skills
- options for strengthening coordination between the federal and state disaster management agencies, especially in relation to assessing needs for preparation, planning and response to major catastrophic events
- solutions for gauging levels of resilience in communities and the adoption of self-sufficiency
- ensuring that lessons rediscovered or reinterpreted after post-disaster commissions of inquiry and reviews are implemented in practice and shared nationally
- establishing national curriculum and capability needs for emergency management agencies to improve professionalisation in the sector.

**The national agenda for disaster resilience**

With projections of increased future threats from climate variability and greater vulnerability because of urbanisation and reliance on technological systems, the need for greater coordination in preparing for major disruptions and recovering from them has never been more important. While natural hazards can’t be prevented, the ways that societies prepare for, respond to and recover from their impacts are under human control.

Over the past decade, many natural disasters have triggered government assessments and reports. Notable instances have included:

- 2002: *Natural disaster in Australia: Reforming mitigation, relief and recovery arrangements*
- 2004: National Inquiry on Bushfire Mitigation and Management
- 2005: *Review of Australia’s Ability to Respond to and Recover from Catastrophic Disasters*, Australian Emergency Management Committee
- 2009: Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission
- 2010: *The incidence and severity of bushfires across Australia*, the Senate Select Committee on Agriculture and Related Industries
- 2011: *Review of the 2010–11 Flood Warnings and Response—final report*
- 2011: Queensland Floods Commission of Inquiry
- 2011: *National Strategy for Disaster Resilience* (see box).

A recent report by the Australian Business Roundtable for Disaster Resilience and Safer Communities (ABRDRSC) found that numerous government-led inquiries, reviews or updates in relation to natural disasters have been conducted since 2011. The most recent examination is now underway: the Productivity Commission’s final report into national disaster funding arrangements is due at the end of this year.

A 2011 review and analysis of recent Australian disaster inquiries by the Monash University Injury Research Institute identified the following common strategic issues and themes that needed to be addressed to enhance Australia’s disaster management arrangements:

- critical infrastructure resilience
- state emergency management arrangements
- shared responsibilities between emergency management agencies
- professionalising the emergency management workforce
- research and databases
- gaps and opportunities from post-disaster evaluations.
The National Strategy for Disaster Resilience

In December 2009, the Council of Australian Governments (COAG) agreed to adopt a whole-of-nation, resilience-based approach to disaster management. It recognised that a national, coordinated and cooperative effort is needed to enhance Australia’s capacity to prepare for, withstand and recover from disasters.

The National Strategy for Disaster Resilience, which was adopted by COAG in February 2011, provides high-level guidance on disaster management to federal, state, territory and local governments, business and community leaders and the not-for-profit sector.

The strategy identifies seven priority outcomes to enhance Australia’s disaster resilience:

- Leading change and coordinating effort
- Understanding risks
- Communicating with and educating people about risks
- Partnering with those who effect change
- Empowering individuals and communities to exercise choice and take responsibility
- Reducing risks in the built environment
- Supporting capabilities for disaster resilience.

The strategy calls for an integrated, whole-of-nation effort encompassing enhanced partnerships, shared responsibility, a better understanding of the risk environment and disaster impacts, and an adaptive and empowered community that acts on that understanding.4

Similar findings arose from a review of deficiencies in large-scale operations in 32 major disasters in the United Kingdom.5 Common factors included:

- poor working practices and organisational planning
- inadequate training
- ineffective communication
- no system to ensure that lessons were learned and staff taught
- no monitoring/audit mechanism
- previous lessons/reports not acted upon.

An American study found similar deficiencies in the US:

- the need to radically improve training and exercises
- the need for a comprehensive, nationwide capability to gather and validate information learned from incidents, develop and vet corrective actions, and disseminate them to those who must inculcate the changes
- the need for incentives to institutionalise lessons-learning processes at all levels of government.6

It’s evident that some of these deficiencies are shared in all three countries, particularly deficiencies in organisational learning, which can be delivered effectively by establishing standards and evaluation regimes for state-based agencies with disaster planning, response and recovery roles.

The establishment of inspectors-general for emergency management in Queensland and Victoria creates an opportunity to ensure effective planning and response for disaster management and effective learning of valuable post-disaster lessons.

Eleven actions to build a more resilient Australia

Disaster resilience is a responsibility shared by the community, the private sector, and federal, state and local governments: building it is everybody’s business. This section
outlines 11 broad measures to enhance our ability to better prepare for, recover from and adapt more successfully to disasters.

**Strengthen federal–state links**

By definition, post-disaster inquiries are retrospective. Their recommendations for change can be lost without mechanisms to implement those changes and assess improvements.

However, as a result of significant changes in both Queensland and Victoria (see box), there’s an opportunity to rethink how state governments coordinate disaster preparedness, response and recovery vis-a-vis Australian Government arrangements, and to reappraise how the Australia – New Zealand Emergency Management Committee (ANZEMC) engages with state government agencies.

There’s a benefit from re-confirming alignment between the work of ANZEMC’s four subcommittees and state-based groups.

Emergency Management Australia (EMA) should facilitate discussions among the states to identify prescriptive and performance-based standards for emergency and disaster management.

This would provide a means to achieve efficiencies of scale, improve cost-effectiveness, and contribute to a dataset of performance and operational standards at the national level. Such a dataset could assist in ensuring coordination in resource planning and interjurisdictional operations. Additional assistance could be provided to support state agencies by reinforcing availability of the EMA Australian Emergency Management Knowledge Hub as a clearinghouse of useful information for communities’ and professional response groups.

---

**Emergency management organisational changes: Queensland and Victoria**

In addition to moving specific frontline emergency response and coordination roles to the newly established Queensland Fire and Emergency Service, Queensland has established the Inspector-General Emergency Management to:

- ensure the interoperability of systems across portfolio agencies and those who support Queensland disaster management arrangements
- ensure compliance by Queensland Government agencies with their emergency or disaster management responsibilities
- establish and implement a performance standards and assurance framework to direct, guide and focus the work of all agencies across all tiers of government to desired outcomes of Queensland disaster management arrangements
- conduct regular benchmarking and quality assurance exercises with public safety agencies to ensure that standards remain contemporary
- provide independent advice and leadership to government on any matter in relation to emergency management or interoperability between agencies within the public safety portfolio
- work with emergency services, government departments and the community to identify and continuously improve community resilience, volunteer capacity and disaster and emergency management arrangements.

In Victoria, the new Inspector-General for Emergency Management operates within the Department of Justice but separately from the functional diarchy (CEO and the Emergency Management Commissioner) of the newly created statutory body, Emergency Management Victoria.

The Victorian Emergency Management Commissioner is to oversee and ensure a coordinated response to major emergencies, manage the State Control Centre, provide timely and accurate advice on major emergencies to the Victorian Government, manage the consequences of major emergencies, coordinate recovery activities, and set operational standards and procedures for emergency management.
To achieve this, EMA needs more than the current case-by-case acceptance of its role by other federal and state agencies.

EMA needs a mandate from Cabinet to lead the government’s response to significant crises. This will give it the power to ensure that all national agencies are properly coordinating planning for disaster mitigation and the monitoring, testing and exercising of their emergency response plans as part of the government’s broader crisis-management responsibilities. It will also minimise the duplication of effort.

EMA could also be given a mandate to coordinate state and territory resources when the requirement for disaster response exceeds any jurisdiction’s capacity and support from other jurisdictions is needed.

The ABRDRSC has recently suggested the establishment of a disaster resilience adviser in the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.

We’d support that suggestion, but there’s no need to establish a new position: the job description fits that of the Director-General, EMA, who should answer directly to the Justice Minister, who is responsible for emergency management. In his role as resilience adviser, the EMA Director-General could lead in developing a national resilience scorecard with the jurisdictions (see ‘Measure progress in national resilience’ section below).

A further benefit of national and state cooperation could be in developing the use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), particularly in bushfire response but also for post-damage assessment and wider disaster management.

The National Aerial Firefighting Centre is developing approaches to coordinate national cooperative arrangements for acquiring and using UAVs in firefighting. It could take a direct national role in coordinating protocols for the use of UAVs in other civilian disaster responses.

A national approach is also needed to ensure a reliable emergency communications system. The Australian Government could make emergency broadcasting capability a telecommunications and broadcasting obligation: it should use its regulatory sway to deliver an effective emergency broadcasting system to enable emergency service-to-service communications across states. Part of the spectrum could be made accessible or dedicated to emergency management for that purpose.

**Invest in mitigation**

It’s now time to focus properly on mitigation, and not just response and recovery. The Productivity Commission’s September 2014 draft report on national natural disaster funding arrangements highlights the significant fiscal inefficiency of the current approach. The report finds that the current arrangements create a financial disincentive for state and local governments to invest in mitigation efforts and insurance coverage. As long as the states pay only a fraction of the cost of restoring essential assets damaged by a natural disaster, they may be reluctant to pay the full costs of strengthening important and vulnerable infrastructure. As a result, those arrangements tip the balance from investment in planning and mitigation to applying for federal support to repair or replace assets.

Key points from the Productivity Commission’s draft report include the following:

- Australia is exposed to natural disasters, and effective planning and the mitigation of resulting damage and disruption are essential tasks for governments, businesses and households.

- Governments generally overinvest in post-disaster reconstruction, and underinvest in mitigation practices that would limit the impact of natural disasters in the first place. Therefore, natural disaster costs have become a growing, unfunded liability for governments, especially the Australian Government.

- Governments would do better with policies that allow communities and private sector organisations to better understand how much everyday access to essential services might be affected in natural disasters. Examples include the following:
  - Information on hazards and risk exposure has improved significantly in recent years, but there are opportunities to improve its consistency, sharing and communication.
  - Building regulations have a significant influence on the exposure and vulnerability of communities. While they’ve generally been effective, there’s evidence that land-use planning doesn’t always incorporate natural disaster risk
assessments. Some local government authorities lack the resources to carry out this type of planning effectively.

Mitigation can work. Grafton, on the Clarence River, was flooded around 20 times between the late 1830s and the late 1960s, after which sound levees were built. Eleven floods that would have inundated residential and commercial areas have been avoided. The four big floods since 2000 would have caused about $800 million in damage. The cost of building the levees today would be about $30 million. Their worth is clear, even with an annual maintenance bill of a few hundred thousand dollars. This is a good example of the benefits of a commitment to mitigation.

More than $1 billion (in 2014 dollars) was spent on flood mitigation in New South Wales between 1960 and 2007. The money paid for levee protection for more than 40 towns, many retention basins, the purchase and removal of properties in flood-ways, house-raising initiatives and other projects. All the projects passed stringent cost–benefit tests before their implementation. And councils were given incentives to disallow new dwellings in flood-prone areas.

Great economic efficiencies flow from disaster mitigation. Mitigation should become policy for the Australian Government and our state governments, and for our treasury departments. It should be a key part of Canberra’s microeconomic reform program. It’s much more efficient than spending over and over again on relief.

Measure progress in national resilience

It would be very useful to be able to measure community resilience. The Queensland Department of Local Government, Community Recovery and Resilience has taken steps to establish a resilience baseline as part of its ‘Get ready’ campaign. The idea is to measure people’s recognition, recall and actions to define a measure of natural disaster preparedness.

The initiative aims to build the state’s resilience by partnering with local councils and communities. It emphasises family and community links.

While the work is still in progress, a number of candidate ‘predictors of resilience’ have been noted:
• the ability to prepare for and deal with severe weather
• grassroots preparation and support
• a sense of community
• confidence in the ability to recover financially
• adaptability and persistence.

Without some basis for assessing resilience it’s not really possible to monitor changes or show that community resilience has improved, but there’s no consistent basis for such measurement in Australia.

In conjunction with the states and territories, EMA should take on the role of establishing a national resilience scorecard. Communities could then develop their own scorecards, focusing on the hazards that threaten them.

Measures might include the ability of critical infrastructure to recover rapidly from impacts, social factors that enhance or limit the community’s ability to recover, the ability of buildings to withstand disasters, and factors that capture the special needs of individuals and groups.

The government-supported Trusted Information Sharing Network, which provides an environment in which business and government share information on the protection of our critical infrastructure, could assist in developing metrics.

Build resilience from the bottom up

Resilience is a shared responsibility. It requires the sharing of information and expertise in schools, volunteer organisations and the wider community.

Community emergency management planning work in the town of Harrietville, Victoria, is a good example. The Victorian Emergency Management Commissioner has supported the community in developing a collaborative approach to a community-based emergency management plan. The focus is on harnessing the local knowledge of the community and supporting organisations to determine local priorities under an ‘all hazards, all agencies’ approach. The stakeholders agree that bushfires, floods and landslides are the main natural hazards for the area. Those hazards are considered as part of the ongoing management of the town and the adjacent national park and forest.

This approach has strengthened the relationships between the community, Victoria’s emergency management organisations, local government, businesses and other stakeholders. Harrietville’s emergency management
plan has community strengths and needs at its heart. After considerable bushfire damage in January 2013, the community wanted to become more resilient to the impacts of major disasters. Meetings and workshops mapped priority community assets and values. Modelling and the development of plausible scenarios enhanced participants’ understanding of the risks they face and their roles and responsibilities before, during and after an emergency. This enabled the Harrietville Community Forum to draw on local knowledge, expertise and experience. The forum has attracted external funding and integrated its activities with other community-based projects.

Harrietville’s emergency management plan, and its development, are a model for strengthening resilience at the local community level. Governments should consider similar community-based initiatives in other vulnerable Australian communities.

In disasters, response and recovery organisations often can’t get to every place where assistance is needed simultaneously or within the timeframe expected for everyday emergencies. This happens even if state-based emergency responses have been activated in advance of bushfires or cyclones.

As a result, some people believe that government and non-government support isn’t provided soon enough or strongly enough. Governments have been quick to pick up the pieces, which has created a culture of dependence rather than resilience.

Research into community actions during the 2009 Black Saturday bushfires in Victoria indicates that people who were inadequately prepared and who took action at the last moment were more likely to have faced limited options in rapidly changing conditions. Developing community resilience requires more than the planning and implementation of programs of risk communication. Governments and response agencies should begin with the needs of local people and tailor support packages that are co-created with those communities.

**Build a national resource for disaster-related data**

For example, there should be a COAG partnership agreement that all states will publish a flood risk mapping report, including local council datasets of housing floor heights and other relevant details. This will inform mitigation efforts and contribute to lower insurance premiums.

An additional benefit from accessing data from state governments and local councils is hazard disclosure to communities. In some cases, the creation of the dataset might require federal grants to local government or legislation to oblige councils to disclose such information as address-level flood risk. In addition, agreements on exchanging data with insurance companies are likely to improve decision-making.

Queensland has implemented a systematic approach to publicly available flood mapping and other disaster-related data, which it makes available online through an open access licence as the ‘Queensland Globe’. The globe is a mapping and data application implemented inside Google Earth. When used as an interactive online tool, it allows exploration and the rendering of maps, imagery (including up-to-date satellite images) and other spatial data via a public portal.

As an example of the Queensland Government’s open data strategy, members of the public can now see which locations have been affected by disasters, along with information on severity and frequency. This work is supported by the Insurance Council of Australia, which has entered into a memorandum of understanding with Queensland to share data.

Other state governments could adopt Queensland’s approach to combining government-held geospatial data with data held by insurance companies and other private sector organisations.

A further benefit of more open access to geospatial data, particularly where it can assist in modelling the impacts of disasters on infrastructure systems, is in better decision-making about mitigation and recovery strategies.

Better data collection and sharing will lead to better risk analysis, which leads to better mitigation efforts. This will reduce insurance premiums.

Better access to data is also likely to inform the testing of infrastructure vulnerability by the national Critical Infrastructure Program for Modelling and Analysis.
**An open platform for natural disaster resilience decisions**

The ABRDRSC was formed in December 2012 by the chief executive officers of the Australian Red Cross, the Insurance Australia Group, the Investa Property Group, Munich Re, Optus and Westpac Group.

A report by the group found that increasing Australians’ understanding of their exposure to natural perils is vital to improving community resilience, and that the key is the availability of accurate, relevant and current data and research. It identified significant barriers to that availability.

Crucial natural disaster information is difficult, costly, often incomplete, often out of date, duplicated across sources, or for a single purpose (it doesn’t consider the needs of multiple stakeholders).

The report proposed an open platform framework for the consolidation of existing information and the commissioning of additional research to address gaps and disparities in understanding about natural disasters. It recommended the centralisation of key data through a national open-source platform.

It recommended that the Australian Government provide a single point of access for all Australians. This would provide valuable, base-level information and reduce research costs.

The report called for clear delegations of responsibility for hazard and impact data, such as hazard mapping; transparency and accessibility in all data provision; greater involvement of the private sector in data sharing; greater involvement of end users in natural disaster research; and the establishment of a national resilience research agenda, including a national prioritisation framework for funding resilience initiatives and research.

The report found that providing wider access to accurate natural-disaster data and research could increase government savings by between $500 million and $2.4 billion over the period to 2050, and that data and research that facilitates targeted and prioritised investment has the potential to deliver total savings to government of between $12.7 billion and $14.6 billion over that period.

An additional benefit of readily available data is that it enables more accuracy in planning for catastrophic events, particularly by enabling scenario planning and capability assessment. Scenario planning requires an understanding of the consequences (the extent and type of damage) following disasters.

**Prepare for the big one**

Some of the key findings of the 2005 Review of Australia’s Ability to Respond to and Recover from Catastrophic Disasters were about efforts to improve our capacity to deal with catastrophic disasters and strengthen national collaboration.

The states have the constitutional responsibility for emergency management, but that can be unsatisfactory in a large disaster. The public expects that the Australian Government has a moral, financial and political responsibility to come in. By and large, the government obliges, but there’s a need to empower the Federal Government to respond to catastrophic disasters.

Threat-based assessments are standard practice for disaster management in Australia, but an important gap exists in capability assessment matched to events of variable scale. In a way, focusing on threat and risk assessment alone can reduce agility by limiting our thinking about unexpected and large-scale disaster effects over wide geographical scales.

While organisations might plan for emergencies, they might not plan effectively for coping with the catastrophic impacts of disruptions to critical infrastructure (water, electricity and communications) or food production and transport networks. Dealing with and recovering from such impacts requires many official response groups, interjurisdictional cooperation and supportive communities.

It follows that planning for such events requires the input of those who would be both affected by and involved in response and recovery. It also requires scenario-based simulations that allow realistic analyses of capability development and deployment options.
While there’s an analogue to these activities in military war-gaming, similar efforts in civilian-based settings are currently very limited: the management of low-likelihood – high-consequence events isn’t well rehearsed.

Business continuity plans and emergency management arrangements are often based on moderate types of disruption. They may be unreliable if they’re too dependent on probabilities and estimates of occurrence. A more effective way is to project types and scales of damage that are plausible and related to experience. By simulating the array of cascading impacts usually caused by significant disasters, sector or industry-wide planning and exercising can inform the rapid scaling of access to resources and the mobility of those resources.

There’s also a need to factor in reconstruction: resilience and reconstruction are intrinsically linked. There are positive lessons to be learned from the Queensland Reconstruction Authority model and the many initiatives that the authority has put in place during the delivery of its $14 billion program, which is historically Australia’s largest reconstruction effort.

The authority’s work is recognised internationally by the World Bank as providing world’s best practice in this sector. Its methods have allowed much more accurate assessments of damage, allowing data to be available to identify systemic weak points and scope for network infrastructure improvements. The authority has been leading the push to better acknowledge current engineering standards as an important factor in reducing vulnerability in recovery and reconstruction efforts.

In planning for more catastrophic scenarios—including man-made disasters such as a terrorist attack on our soil—we also need to pay much more attention to mounting an effective medical response. We pay too little attention to the problems of ‘medical surge’, avoiding emergency department overcrowding, and conducting rigorous no-notice disaster drills in hospitals to test our ability to handle a large number of casualties.

We need to set national minimum standards for dealing with mass casualty disasters. Our hospitals would then know what they’re reasonably expected to be able to cope with and could plan and resource appropriately. Setting standards would make clear the gap between what we’re spending and what we need to spend.

**Generate capacity through professionalising the emergency services**

In Australia, there’s an inaccurate perception that emergency management is more an occupation than a profession. This is based on a historical perception that emergency management personnel merely respond to emergencies, rather than performing their many roles in planning, reducing consequences and engaging in community recovery. While the responder role is well recognised, the preventive role and its complexity have grown quickly in all jurisdictions. We need to invest in the next generation of emergency management leaders.

There are significant challenges in training effective emergency and disaster managers and operators and sustaining their numbers. Threat and hazard assessment, vulnerability reduction and consequence management within human and sociotechnical systems can no longer be left to variable interpretations within agencies and across disciplines.

While a number of tertiary-based courses in emergency management are available, they’re often focused on specific aspects of the field; few are dedicated to incorporating or extending operational expertise. Through the Bushfire CRC and its successor, the Bushfire and Natural Hazards CRC, the disaster management sector has continued to benefit from new knowledge, much of which results from collaboration with the sector.

The Australasian Fire and Emergency Service Authorities Council (which doesn’t include all industries with emergency management personnel) is active in promoting education and the professional standing of member groups. However, there’s an opportunity to include a fuller suite of skills for emergency professionals nationally.

The role of the Australian Emergency Management Institute (AEMI) in providing undergraduate qualifications has long been recognised. However, only very recently has tertiary-level training designed specifically for existing public-sector emergency managers been considered.

After the recent decision to close the AEMI’s Mount Macedon training facility, we need to avoid having seven separate emergency management approaches: we need a common national professional backbone. EMA, which is picking up the AEMI’s functions, will need to ensure that Australia
has common national approaches for comprehensive emergency management to work effectively as a nation in disaster situations.

There would be considerable benefit in developing a national curriculum and establishing a national dialogue aimed at professionalising emergency management. In this way, our governments and communities could have some assurance the required investment in the next generation of emergency management leaders is being made.

**Invest in the national school curriculum**

School-aged children trained in first aid learn a valuable lesson in responsibility: they acquire the potential to be effective first responders and to save another person’s life.

The actions of bystanders can be decisive in reducing fatalities and preventing serious injury—and survival rates can be compromised by bystanders’ inaction. In medical emergencies, when an ambulance might take 10 minutes to arrive, the outcomes often depend on actions taken in the first few minutes.

As an important enhancement to community resilience, knowledge of first aid at the community level needs to increase. Increasing the percentage of the population trained in basic first aid will achieve significant reductions in morbidity and mortality.

Most Australians aren’t inclined to invest time and money in first aid training. As a result, fewer than 5% of Australian households are estimated to include a member with the first-aid know-how to act in a medical emergency. This figure is well below the international benchmark of 20%, which research suggests correlates with a large reduction in loss of life.17

To boost the number of Australians with lifesaving skills and to enhance community resilience, first aid training should become the norm in our society.

A national campaign to introduce first aid training in Australian primary schools could achieve this. It would establish a culture of first aid learning from an early age. Over time, it would increase the number of Australians trained and motivated to assist in medical emergencies, making our communities more resilient.

First aid training efforts in primary schools are already underway, but government support is needed to introduce such initiatives nationally. St John Ambulance Australia currently provides first aid training to around 200,000 primary school students per year through its state-based First Aid in Schools Program. The program has been hugely successful, particularly in Western Australia and Victoria, where take-up has been especially high.

The program is funded by St John Ambulance state offices and delivered free of charge to local primary schools to ensure that students receive first aid training at least three or four times in their foundation to lower secondary years. They get an early introduction to first aid principles and skills, and over the course of the program develop the knowledge and confidence to respond to medical emergencies.

Financial support from government could help to turn this lifesaving initiative into a sustainable national program in all Australian primary schools.

Based on the number of full-time students in Australia and current first aid teaching capacity, we should aim to train 1 million students annually. The program currently costs about $15 per student per year; for a million students, the total cost would be around $15 million a year.

By introducing first aid training into the national primary school curriculum and providing sustainable funding for the program, the government can help to boost Australia’s national first aid capacity and enhance community resilience.

**Improve resilience through volunteers**

The contribution of volunteers to reducing losses from disasters is well recognised, but the spring may be drying up: the practice of people being volunteers for decades has mostly disappeared.

Volunteers are central to effective emergency response in Australia, but their numbers are declining and their average age is increasing (the average age of Victorian CFA members is now 48).

At the same time, the number of young people not in education, employment or training is increasing, as is the number of older (50+) workers who are unemployed and less likely to find new employment.
While this supply–demand imbalance is well recognised, there’s no consensus about how to deal with it. Many people who are willing to volunteer are reluctant to take the first step or are unsure about how to do so.

State emergency service cadets programs are one means to engage both younger and older community members in effective community-centred activities. Another option is to create an emergency management volunteer program (EMVP). This would be a one-year program during which participants work in a volunteer organisation, gaining and practising skills applicable in emergencies, including in organisations active in the welfare and recovery side of emergency management.

The EMVP would give people an avenue to volunteer, but without demanding a long-term full-time commitment from them. Like the ADF’s Gap Year program, but tailored for the emergency management sector, the program would pair individuals with volunteer organisations based on their interests and suitability. It would introduce a common national approach to the training of volunteers, which would enable them to be used cross-jurisdictionally.

While it would be desirable for volunteers to sample several organisations, that’s not really practical. They wouldn’t get a ‘feel’ for any of them in a short stint, and the resource implications for the organisations would be challenging. They should select one.

An EMVP could also assist in retraining long-term unemployed people of various ages. Participants might receive benefits at a higher rate than the Newstart allowance. Some conditions of eligibility would be mandatory, such as not being in education, employment or training for six months before an application and being a recipient of Newstart support. It might also be viable to extend EMVP opportunities, with appropriate streams of activity, to people on disability pensions.

Further suitability criteria would be relevant, such as trainability, fitness/health, working with children checks, and agreeing to a minimum number of years of service with volunteer organisations following completion of the program. The costs of a pilot EMVP would not be significant (see box).

Emergency management volunteer program costings

A rough cost estimate for the EMVP can be calculated from the ADF’s Gap Year program. That program is costed at $18.3 million in 2014–15 for 250–300 successful applicants, and at $191.8 million across the forward estimates (four years), growing to an average of 1,000 places per year. Each position receives an annual salary of more than $45,000.

Three hundred participants each receiving $45,000 amounts to $13.5 million, leaving $4.8 million from the allocated funds for 2014–15. One thousand successful applicants receiving $45,000 over four years equals $180 million, which leaves $11.8 million from the allocated funds for the forward estimates period.

These calculations suggest that, aside from the salaries paid to participants, the cost of running the ADF’s Gap Year program is around $4 million per year (about $5 million for the first year and $3 million per year for subsequent years).

Given the resources required to train military cadets, EMVP expenses should not be more than the running costs of the ADF’s Gap Year program.

More accurate costing of an EMVP depends on the number of positions offered. A pilot program offered to 1,000 participants could be run for $4 million for the first year. That would cover a Newstart supplement as an incentive for individuals to take up the program.

An additional supplement of $80 extra per fortnight (approximately 15% of the first four Newstart categories) would equate to around $2 million for 1,000 participants in a pilot year. This amount would leave a remainder of about $2 million to offer in grants to organisations to train and resource EMVP participants (about $2,000 per participant). This should cover all expenses incurred by organisations that take on EMVP participants, giving the organisations an incentive to support the program.
While there’s some possibility of the EVMP creating a rift between volunteers who don’t get paid and those who do, this can be managed by making it clear that the program is designed as a long-term training investment in human capital.

**Accelerate progress through business**

The Community Business Partnership (CBP) will be re-established in 2014–15 to promote a culture of giving and volunteering in Australia.20 The partnership will bring together government, community and business leaders to advise the Australian Government on practical strategies to foster a culture of philanthropic giving and volunteering in Australia.

The Australian Government has provided $5.98 million over four years for the partnership, with the Prime Minister as chair and the Minister for Social Services as deputy chair.

There should be a role for the CBP in building an effective network of emergency services and industry. The emergency services can’t do everything, and business owners understand their own risks and vulnerabilities better than anyone else.

The role of the CBP should include more effectively incorporating businesses into emergency management planning, such as by establishing business liaison positions in our emergency management agencies, including EMA.

To enhance the recovery of infrastructure, we need to ensure that the correct skills are applied to reconstruction, particularly complex project management skills. Cross-skilling between government and industry could increase the agility and effectiveness of recovery efforts.

The CBP could also improve the efficiency of decision-making about funding for the replacement or repair of damaged state assets, particularly because disasters affect states differently.

**Develop coordinated policies on infrastructure protection**

The resilience of critical infrastructure to disasters is a critical challenge for all Australian jurisdictions. Free trade agreements and changes to foreign investment guidelines, along with the massive sell-off of state assets now underway, are likely to lead to greater private ownership of infrastructure.

With higher rates of private ownership of infrastructure, one important question is ‘Who manages resilience?’ The potential negative consequences of asset sales need to be thought through in the public interest. The Constitution makes the states responsible for emergency management, but the proportion of infrastructure assets that’s owned by states is diminishing.

We need effective and comprehensive public–private coordination for mixed ownership arrangements. For example, the privatisation of maintenance systems means that state governments will need to examine the implications for emergency management planning.

Potential purchasers of state assets should be required to establish sustained and benchmarked arrangements to maintain the functional resilience of those assets.

Buyers would need to understand that they’re taking on service-provision responsibilities. Business or commercial continuity doesn’t always align with service-provision continuity, and the provision of guaranteed continuity may need to be contractually enforced.

One important aspect of continuity arrangements is the extra redundancy that’s factored into normal operations. This is often deemed to be a commercial cost, which private firms might seek to reduce, but such redundancies are critical for emergency management.

Current examples of more direct engagement with private-sector infrastructure operators can be found in Victoria and Queensland (see box). Victorian and Queensland engagement efforts demonstrate collaborative practice between private-sector groups with an interest in and influence on the continuity of critical infrastructure systems. Great benefit to the national coordination of infrastructure resilience is likely if this strategic intent is emulated in other jurisdictions.
Engaging infrastructure operators

The Critical Infrastructure Resilience Interim Strategy is central to recent changes in Victoria’s emergency management arrangements.21

The Victorian Government has identified eight infrastructure sectors as part of the strategy: banking and finance; communications; energy; food supply; government; health; transport; and water.

A ‘sector resilience network’ is being established for each category to gauge and improve the resilience of each sector’s critical infrastructure assets and operations through joint planning, information sharing and reporting to government.

Owners and operators of infrastructure in each sector resilience network must develop, and annually submit to government, a statement of assurance that processes and plans are in place to manage the risk exposures identified by the owner or accountable officer.

The recently released Queensland Strategy for Disaster Resilience establishes the expectation that businesses and key industries recognise that disaster resilience is a central factor in minimising the impacts of disasters on communities and the Queensland economy.22

The strategy provides a range of directives and outcomes expected of government oversight of resilient functionality at a number of levels.

Queensland’s Betterment program is also a useful model: it aims to rebuild infrastructure damaged by disasters to better than the pre-disaster standard in order to withstand future disasters.

The potential return on investment is high: less community suffering and reduced costs of recovery for governments in the future. Under the Betterment program, infrastructure has been rebuilt and has withstood several cyclones in the 2014 season.

Putting the pieces together

With more frequent natural disasters of greater magnitude, Australian communities need to become more resilient. The large amounts of money the Australian Government spends in responding to disasters are one indicator of the urgent need to increase the nation’s resilience to such events.

Community resilience begins in households and extends to communities, regions and states. By aligning teaching opportunities in schools (fire education, first aid and general safety) with training and re-employment programs that incorporate skills enhancement and sustained volunteering, Australia will join together and acquire additional enduring capability in disaster readiness.

We need to ensure that lessons from disasters that have been identified, but in some cases forgotten, are implemented in better policies and practices among all groups and organisations with a stake in making the country resilient to the consequences of disasters.

We need a new and continuous conversation about resilience that can be translated into long-term thinking to increase the nation’s ability to prepare for and recover from disasters.

Unless we do so, the cost of disasters will continue to rise, as will losses in the social and environmental systems that our communities rely on.
Notes


8. The Queensland Fire and Emergency Service now incorporates the State Emergency Service, Rural Fire Division, State Emergency Coordination Centre, fire response, including road accident rescue, HAZMAT and urban search and rescue, as well as capability development.


14. ABDRSC, *Building an open platform for natural disaster resilience decisions*.
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ABDRRS Australian Business Roundtable for Disaster Resilience and Safer Communities

AEMI Australian Emergency Management Institute

ANZEMC Australia – New Zealand Emergency Management Committee

CBP Community Business Partnership

COAG Council of Australian Governments

EMA Emergency Management Australia

EMVP emergency management volunteer program

UAV unmanned aerial vehicle
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